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1. Introduction
This paper began as an attempt to understand the McKay conjecture for finite groups
with a self-normalizing Sylow p-subgroup. For some unexpected reasons (that we will
explain below), we are able to accomplish our objective when p  5.
If G is a finite group, p is a prime and P ∈ Sylp(G), then the McKay conjecture asserts
that |Irrp′(G)| = |Irrp′(N)|, where Irrp′(G) is the set of complex irreducible characters
of G of degree not divisible by p and N = NG(P). For p-solvable groups, it is a fact that
each linear character λ ∈ Irr(P ) determines a canonical family Fλ(G)⊆ Irrp′(G) satisfying
certain properties [6]. For instance, Fλ(N) = Irr(N |λ) is the set of irreducible characters
of N lying over λ and |Fλ(G)| = |Fλ(N)|. Assume for a moment that similar families of
characters could be constructed for every finite group G. In the case where P = NG(P),
this would imply the existence of a natural bijection from the linear characters of P onto
Irrp′(G). In fact, this is what happens if p  5. We suspect that this also holds in the case
where p = 3.
We start with the following result on characters of p-groups.
Theorem A. Suppose that P is a p-group, where p is odd. Assume that
λ+
r∑
i=1
(αi)
P = µ+
s∑
j=1
(βj )
P ,
where λ,µ ∈ Irr(P ) are linear, and each αi and βj are characters of proper subgroups
of P . Then λ= µ.
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reason why we care about the equation in Theorem A is given by the following.
Corollary B. Let G be a finite group and let P ∈ Sylp(G), where p is odd. Assume that
P = NG(P) and let λ and µ be linear characters of P . If λG = µG, then λ= µ.
Corollary B is already false for p = 2, as shown by A6. For odd primes, and without
assuming that P = NG(P), it seems natural to ask to what extent the character λG
determines λ. Could it be true that λG determines λ up to N -conjugacy? At the beginning,
we were optimistic.
Theorem C. Suppose that G is a p-solvable group. Let P ∈ Sylp(G) and let λ,µ ∈ Irr(P )
be linear. If λG = µG, then λ and µ are N -conjugate.
Theorem C is an easy (but not so well-known) consequence of work of Gow [1] (or
of Isaacs [3]). If a finite group G has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup P , then N controls
G-fusion in P , and again the conclusion of Theorem C is easily verified (Theorem 4.2).
However, Theorem C is not true in general. The group G = PSL(3,3) with p = 3 is a
counterexample.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 involves studying how the character (1P )G restricts to P . In
investigating this further, we found the following.
Theorem D. Suppose that G is a finite group and let P be a subgroup of G with
(|NG(P) : P |, |P |)= 1. Then the class function
1
|NG(P) : P |
(
(1P )G
)
P
is a character of P .
Of course, if P is a p-group in Theorem D, then (|NG(P) : P |, |P |)= 1 if and only if
P ∈ Sylp(G). This slight generality allows us to show the following.
Corollary E. Suppose thatA acts as automorphisms onG and assume (|CG(A)|, |A|)= 1.
Set
Ξ(a)= |CG(a)||CG(A)|
for a ∈A. Then Ξ is a character of A.
Finally, we come back to groupsG with a self-normalizing Sylow p-subgroup P . What
kind of natural bijection might we expect from the set Irr(P/P ′) to Irrp′(G)? The next
theorem is the best one could expect.
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P ∈ Sylp(G).
(a) If λ ∈ Irr(P ) is linear, then λG = χ + Ξ , where χ ∈ Irr(G) has p′-degree and all
irreducible constituents of the character Ξ have degree divisible by p.
(b) Let χ ∈ Irr(G) of p′-degree. Then χP = λ + Λ, where λ ∈ Irr(P ) is linear and no
irreducible constituent of the character Λ is linear.
Furthermore, the map λ → χ is a bijection Irr(P/P ′)→ Irrp′(G).
In fact, we will construct a natural bijection of characters under more general
hypothesis: if a p-group Q acts on a p-solvable group G stabilizing P ∈ Sylp(G) and
such that CNG(P )/P (Q)= 1, then there is a natural bijection between the set of Q-invariant
linear characters of P and the set of Q-invariant characters in Irrp′(G).
If p = 2, the results in Theorem F are simply false without assuming solvability
conditions. However, if p  5 and NG(P) = P , we have shown in [2] that G is solvable
(by using the classification of finite simple groups), and therefore Theorem F is true in
full generality. For p = 3, all the groups that we have checked satisfy these remarkable
properties.
2. Characters of p-groups
The key lemma to prove Theorem A is the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let ξ ∈ C be a primitive pa -root of unity, where pa > 2, p is a prime and
a  1. Suppose that m and n are integers, where m is not divisible by p. Then (nξ −m)/p
is not an algebraic integer.
Proof. Write s = φ(pa) = pa−1(p − 1)  2. It is well-known that the set of algebraic
integers in Q(ξ) is Z[ξ ]. Furthermore, {1, ξ, . . . , ξ s−1} is a Z-basis of the Z-module Z[ξ ].
(See, for instance, [7, p. 294].) Suppose now that α = (nξ −m)/p is an algebraic integer.
Then α ∈ Z[ξ ] and we can write α = a0 + a1ξ + · · · + as−1ξs−1 for some uniquely
determined ai ∈ Z. Therefore, nξ −m= pa0 + pa1ξ + · · · + pas−1ξs−1. We deduce that
pa0 =−m, and this is impossible. ✷
We prove something slightly more general than Theorem A.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that P is a p-group, where p is odd. Assume that
nλ+
r∑
i=1
ai(αi)
P =mµ+
s∑
j=1
bj (βj )
P ,
where λ,µ ∈ Irr(P ) are linear, each αi and βj are characters of proper subgroups of P ,
ai, bj ∈ Z, and n,m ∈ Z are not divisible by p. Then λ= µ.
592 G. Navarro / Journal of Algebra 269 (2003) 589–598Proof. It is clear that we may assume that αi ∈ Irr(Ui) and βj ∈ Irr(Vj ), where |P : Ui | =
|P : Vj | = p. Suppose that some irreducible constituent of (αi)P , say α˜i , is linear. Then
(α˜i )Ui = αi and all irreducible constituents of
(αi)
P = α˜i (1Ui )P =
∑
τ∈Irr(P/Ui)
τ α˜i
are linear. Hence, we may write the generalized character Λ as
Λ= nλ+
r ′∑
i=1
ai(αi)
P +
r∑
i=r ′+1
ai(αi)
P =mµ+
s ′∑
j=1
bj (βj )
P +
s∑
j=s ′+1
bj (βj )
P ,
where αi extends to some linear character α˜i for i = 1, . . . , r ′, βj extends to some linear
character β˜j for j = 1, . . . , s′, and the characters (αi)P and (βj )P contain no linear
constituent for i > r ′ and j > s′. By the linear independence of the irreducible characters
of P , we easily deduce that
Ξ = nλ+
r ′∑
i=1
ai(αi)
P =mµ+
s ′∑
j=1
bj (βj )
P .
Now, let δ be a primitive |P/P ′|th root of unity and let x ∈ P . Hence, we may write
λ(x) = δa and µ(x) = δb for some integers a, b. On the other hand, (αi)P = α˜iρP/Ui ,
where ρP/Ui is the regular character of P/Ui . Hence, p divides ρP/Ui (x) and we deduce
that ai(αi)P (x)= pτi for some algebraic integer τi . We deduce that nδa −mδb = pτ for
some algebraic integer τ . Suppose that δa = δb . Then
nξ −m
p
= τδ−b
is an algebraic integer, where ξ = δa−b. Now, the order of ξ is bigger than 2, and
Lemma 2.1 applies. Hence, we deduce that δa = λ(x)= µ(x)= δb , as desired. ✷
As we said in the introduction, Theorem A is not true if p = 2. Suppose that G is the
Klein 4-group, and let λ,µ be distinct non-principal characters of G. Write U = ker(λ)
and V = ker(µ). Then
1G + λ+µ= (1U)G +µ= (1V )G + λ.
Next is Corollary B in the introduction.
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let P ∈ Sylp(G), where p is odd. Assume that
P = NG(P) and let λ and µ be linear characters of P . If λG = µG, then λ= µ.
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notice that if 1 = t ∈ T , then P ∩P t < P . Then, by Mackey, we have that
(
λG
)
P
= λ+
∑
t∈T
(
λtP t∩P
)P
.
Now, Theorem 2.2 easily applies. ✷
3. A character of a Sylow subgroup
In the proof of Theorem 4.2, the character ((1P )G)P appears quite naturally. In this
section, we wish to note some other interesting facts related to this function. We need the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Ψ is a character of G. Let a be a positive integer coprime with
|G| and assume that a divides Ψ (x) in the ring R of algebraic integers for every x ∈G.
Then 1
a
Ψ is a character of G.
Proof. Write Ξ = 1
a
Ψ and let χ ∈ Irr(G). We want to show that [Ξ,χ] is a nonnegative
integer. We have that [Ξ,χ] = 1
a
[Ψ,χ] ∈ Q. By hypothesis, we have that Ξ(x) ∈ R for
every x ∈G. Hence,
|G|[Ξ,χ] =
∑
x∈G
Ξ(x)χ
(
x−1
) ∈ R.
On the other hand,
a[Ξ,χ] = [aΞ,χ] = [Ψ,χ] ∈ Z.
Since (a, |G|)= 1, we may find b, c ∈ Z such that ba + c|G| = 1. Now,
[Ξ,χ] = c|G|[Ξ,χ] + ba[Ξ,χ] ∈ R.
Hence, [Ξ,χ] ∈ R∩Q= Z. Therefore, a divides [Ψ,χ], and thus 1
a
[Ψ,χ] is a nonnegative
integer. ✷
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that G is a finite group and let P be a subgroup of G with
(|NG(P) : P |, |P |)= 1. Then the class function
1
|NG(P) : P |
(
(1P )G
)
P
is a character of P .
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Ψ (x)= |Ax ||P | ,
where Ax = {g ∈G | xg ∈ P }. Write N = NG(P). We have that N acts regularly on Ax
by right multiplication. Therefore, we have that |N | divides |Ax |. Hence, |N : P | divides
|Ax |/|P | for every x ∈ P . We conclude that |N : P | divides Ψ (x) for every x ∈ P . By
Lemma 3.1, we conclude that 1|N :P |Ψ is a character of P , as desired. ✷
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that A acts as automorphisms on G and assume that
(|CG(A)|, |A|)= 1. Set
Ξ(a)= |CG(a)||CG(A)|
for a ∈A. Then Ξ is a character of A.
Proof. Write H =GA and N = NH(A). We have that N = C × A, where C = CG(A).
Thus |N :A| = |C| and (|N :A|, |A|)= 1. Let Ψ = ((1A)H )A. By Theorem 3.2, we know
that 1|C|Ψ is a character of A. As in Theorem 3.2, we know that for a ∈A, we have that
Ψ (a)= |Aa||A| ,
where Aa = {h ∈H | ah ∈A}. We claim that
Aa =
⋃
b∈A
bCG
(
ab
)
.
It is clear that bCG(ab) ⊆ Aa for every b ∈ A. Now, let bg ∈ Aa , where b ∈ A and
g ∈ G. Then (ab)g ∈ A. Therefore, [ab, g] ∈ A ∩ G = 1, as claimed. We conclude that
|Aa| = |A||CG(a)|. Therefore, Ψ (a)= |CG(a)|. Now,
Ξ(a)= |CG(a)||C| ,
and since (1/|C|)Ψ is shown to be a character above, the proof of the corollary is
complete. ✷
4. Inducing linear characters from Sylow subgroups
As we said, the proof of Theorem C is a consequence of Gow work in [1] (or of Isaacs’s
theory for characters of π -separable groups [3]).
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linear. If λG = µG, then λ= µn for some n ∈ NG(P).
Proof. We use Theorem 1 of [1]. Although this theorem is stated for solvable groups, the
proof really applies to p-solvable groups. In order to use the notation of that theorem,
we set H = P . Now, we have that the character λG contains a special irreducible
constituent χ . If µG = λG, then [χH ,µ] = 0, and µ and λ are NG(H)-conjugate by the
same theorem. ✷
If a finite group G has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup, then the conclusion of
Theorem 4.1 remains true. Although this is elementary, we think that it is worthwhile to
write down a proof.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite group with an abelian Sylow p-subgroup P . Write
N = NG(P) and set ∆= 1|N :P | ((1P )G)P .(a) The value of the character∆ on x ∈ P is ∆(x)= |CG(x) : CN(x)|. Hence, ∆(x)≡ 1
mod p for x ∈ P .
(b) If λ ∈ Irr(P ), then
(
λG
)
P
=∆
∑
n∈N/P
λn.
In particular, if µ ∈ Irr(P ), then λG = µG iff λ and ν are N -conjugate.
Proof. Let x ∈ P and write K = clG(x). Write N =⋃mj=1 CN(x)yj , as a disjoint union.
We claim that K ∩ P = {xy1, . . . , xym}. Since P is abelian, we have that K is a class
of defect group P . Hence K ∩ N is a conjugacy class of N by Lemma 15.46 of [5].
Now, K ∩ P = (K ∩ N) ∩ P = clN(x) ∩ P = clN(x), and the claim easily follows. By
the induction formula (see [5, p. 64]), for any λ ∈ Irr(P ), we have
λG(x)= |CG(x)|
m∑
j=1
λ(xyj )
|CP (xyj )| =
|CG(x)|
|P |
m∑
j=1
λ
(
xyj
)= |CG(x)||P ||CN(x)|
∑
n∈N
λ
(
xn
)
= |CG(x)||P ||CN(x)| |P |
∑
n∈N/P
λ(xn)= |CG(x)||CN(x)|
∑
n∈N/P
λ
(
xn
)
.
Now, by setting λ= 1P in the previous formula, we get∆(x)= |CG(x) : CN(x)| for x ∈ P .
Since P is abelian, we have that P ⊆ CG(x), and it easily follows that ∆(x) is the number
of Sylow p-subgroups in CG(x). Therefore, the proof of part (a) is complete.
Finally, assume that µG = λG. Since ∆(x) = 0 for x ∈ P , we conclude that
∑
n∈N/P
λn =
∑
n∈N/P
µn,
and the theorem easily follows. ✷
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Ξ(x)= |CG(x) : CNG(P )(x)| need not be a character of P . This is not even a generalized
character, as S4 shows us. If we assume that P is abelian and define Ξ over all elements
of G, again Ξ need not be a generalized character of G.
5. Self-normalizing Sylow subgroups
When studying groups with a self-normalizing Sylow subgroup, the following situation
arises quite naturally.
Hypothesis 5.1. Suppose that a p-group Q acts as a automorphisms on a finite group G.
Let P ∈ Sylp(G) be Q-invariant and assume that CNG(P )/P (Q)= 1.
Our aim in this section is to show that under Hypothesis 5.1, if G is p-solvable, then
there is a natural bijection Irrp′,Q(G)→ Irrp′,Q(NG(P)), where Irrp′,Q(G) is the set of
characters in Irrp′(G) fixed by Q. (We should say that the main result of [2] asserts that if
p  5, then G is solvable.)
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that a p-group Q acts as automorphisms on a finite group G. Let
P be a Q-invariant Sylow subgroup of G and write CNG(P )/P (Q) = C/P . Let K be a
Q-invariant normal subgroup of G and suppose that χ ∈ Irr(G) is Q-invariant and has
p′-degree. Then χK has a PQ-invariant constituent and all of them are C-conjugate.
Proof. Write N = NG(P). Since χ has p′-degree, it is well-known (and elementary)
that χK has a P -invariant constituent and that all of them are N/P -conjugate. Since χ
is Q-invariant and P  PQ, we have that Q acts on the set of irreducible P -invariant
constituents of χK . Now, Glauberman’s lemmas 13.8 and 13.9 of [5] apply. ✷
Theorem 5.3. Assume Hypothesis 5.1 where G is p-solvable. If λ ∈ Irr(P ) is linear and
Q-invariant, then λG = χ + Ξ , where χ ∈ Irr(G) is Q-invariant and has p′-degree and
all the irreducible Q-invariant constituents of the character Ξ have degree divisible by p.
Proof. We argue by induction on |G : Op(G)|. Write N = Op(G), λN = θ ∈ Irr(N)
and let T = IG(θ) be the stabilizer of θ in G. We have that P ⊆ T . Also, θ is
Q-invariant. In particular, T is stabilized by Q. Assume that T < G. Now, we
have that Q acts on T with CNT (P )/P (Q) = 1. By induction, we have that λT =
ρ + a1ν1 + · · · + asνs , where p divides νi(1) whenever νi is Q-invariant, and ρ
is Q-invariant of p′-degree. Now, νi and ρ lie over θ , and by using the Clifford
correspondence, we have that ρG,νGi ∈ Irr(G). By the uniqueness in the Clifford
correspondence, we have that νGi is Q-invariant iff νi is Q-invariant. Therefore, if
νGi is Q-invariant, we see that ν
G
i has degree divisible by p. Since ρG ∈ Irr(G) is
Q-invariant and has degree not divisible by p, we are done in this case.
So we may assume that T = G. Now, we use the theory of “character triples” to
show that we may assume that N ⊆ Z(G). (We refer the reader to Chapter 11 of [5] or
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is a character triple, where H = GQ is the semidirect product. Hence, by Theorem 5.2
of [4], there exists an isomorphic character triple (H ∗,N∗, θ∗), where N∗ is a central
p-subgroup of H ∗. Now, we use the ∗ notation for character triples (as in Section 5 of [4]).
That is to say, if N ⊆ J ⊆H , then N∗ ⊆ J ∗ ⊆H ∗ denotes the unique subgroup of H ∗ such
that (J/N)∗ = J ∗/N∗, where ∗ : H/N → H ∗/N∗ is the isomorphism associated with
the character triple isomorphism. First, notice that N∗ = Op(G∗). Now, let us consider
(PQ)∗ ⊆ H ∗. Since P  PQ, we have that P ∗  (PQ)∗. We have that the p-group
(PQ)∗ acts on G∗. Also,
CNG∗ (P ∗)/P ∗
(
(PQ)∗
)= CNG∗ (P ∗)/P ∗
(
(PQ)∗/P ∗
)∼= CNG(P )/P (Q)= 1.
Now, observe that any irreducible character τ of P over θ (or of G) is Q-invariant if and
only if τ ∗ is (PQ)∗-invariant. Since ψ(1)= ψ∗(1) for every character ψ ∈ Irr(G|θ), it is
clear that we may replace (G,Q) by (G∗, (PQ)∗) and assume that N ⊆ Z(G).
Let K = Op′(G). If K = 1, then CG(N) ⊆ N by the Hall–Higman’s 1.2.3 Lemma,
and we would deduce that G is a p-group. In this case, there is nothing further to prove.
So we may assume that K > 1. Now we claim that our hypotheses are satisfied in the
group G =G/K . Notice that NG(P )/P is Q-isomorphic to NG(P)/PNK(P ) (by using
the Frattini argument). Now, by coprime action
CNG(P )/PNK(P )(Q)= 1,
and the claim follows.
Now, we show that CK(PQ)= 1. We have that CK(PQ)⊆ CK(P )⊆ NG(P). Then,
CK(PQ)P/P ⊆
(
CK(Q)P/P
) ∩ (NG(P)/P
) ⊆ CNG(P )/P (Q)= 1.
Therefore, CK(PQ)⊆ P ∩K = 1, as desired.
Next, we notice that λKP has a unique irreducible constituent λˆ ∈ Irr(KP ) with
K ⊆ ker(λˆ). In fact, λˆP = λ. This is almost obvious. Since KP/K ∼= P , then there is
an extension λˆ ∈ Irr(KP/K) of λ to KP . If ξ ∈ Irr(KP/K) lies over λ, then ξP ∈ Irr(P )
and necessarily ξP = λ and ξ = λˆ.
Now, write λKP = λˆ+ Ψ . We claim that all irreducible constituents of ΨG which are
Q-invariant have degree divisible by p. Otherwise, there exists a Q-invariant character
ξ ∈ Irr(G) of p′-degree lying over some irreducible constituent ψ of Ψ . By Lemma 5.2,
we have that ξK has a PQ-invariant irreducible constituent φ. Since ❣KPQ = 1, by the
Glauberman correspondence (Theorem 13.1 of [5]), we have that φ = 1K . Hence, ψ lies
over 1K , and this is impossible. Now,
|G/K : Op(G/K)| |G/K :NK/K| = |G :NK|< |G :N |,
we apply induction in the group G/K with the character λˆ ∈ Irr(KP/K), and the proof of
the theorem is complete. ✷
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and has p′-degree, then χP = λ+Ξ , where λ ∈ Irr(P ) is linear and Q-invariant and all
Q-invariant irreducible constituents of the character Ξ have degree divisible by p.
Proof. Since the proof uses the same ideas as in Theorem 5.3, we just give an sketch of it.
We argue by induction on |G : Op(G)|. Write N = Op(G). Now, by Lemma 5.2, we have
that χN has a uniquePQ-invariant (linear) constituent θ . Let T = IG(θ) be the stabilizer of
θ in G. Hence, T is Q-invariant and contains P . By Theorem 6.11.d of [5], we may write
χT = µ+ρ, where µ ∈ Irr(T ) lies over θ and no irreducible constituent of ρ lies over θ . In
fact, µG = χ and µ is the Clifford correspondent of χ over θ . In particular,µ has p′-degree
and is Q-invariant. Next, we claim that every Q-invariant irreducible constituent of ρP has
degree divisible by p. Otherwise, let τ ∈ Irr(P ) be linear and Q-invariant under ρ. Then τN
is PQ-invariant and lies under χ . Therefore, τN = θ , and this is not possible. Therefore, if
T < G, by induction we are done. Thus, we may assume that T =G. By using character
triples and the same argument as in Theorem 5.3, we may assume that N ⊆ Z(G). Now,
let K = Op′(G). As in Theorem 5.3, we have that ❣KPQ = 1. Hence, 1K is the unique
irreducible PQ-invariant character of K . By Lemma 5.2, we see that K ⊆ ker(χ). Now,
we argue in the group G/K , and by induction we are done. ✷
Of course, to get Theorem F of the introduction, we just set Q= 1.
Corollary 5.5. Assume the notation and the hypothesis of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. Then
the map λ → χ is a natural bijection between the set of Q-invariant linear characters
of P and the set of Q-invariant characters in Irrp′(G). In particular, there is a natural
bijection between the set of Q-invariant characters in Irrp′(NG(P)) and the set of
Q-invariant characters in Irrp′(G).
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. For the second
part, it suffices to apply the first part to NG(P). ✷
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